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Evan Roberts of Dependable Homebuyers is producing video blogs and publishing articles regularly
on the official website of the company to educate buyers, sellers and agents. The real estate market
in San Antonio is not homogenous. There are marked differences in various factors and conditions
among neighborhoods. Different types of properties are also faring in distinct ways. There is no way
to generalize the entire real estate market, whether for buyers or sellers. Agents who have been
operating in the market for decades are aware of the realities on the ground. Many buyers and sellers
are not. Roberts and his team at the We Buy Houses company are making a conscious attempt to
help buyers and sellers get familiar with the challenges so they can find what they are looking for.
The type of home, its location and current condition, the convenience of access or lack thereof,
amenities and other attractions in the proximity are some of the quintessential factors that play a
major role in determining the fate of a property. Its prospects are also driven by the price points. The

real estate market in San Antonio does not undergo transformations in a generalized way either.
Some neighborhoods may witness an upswing. Some may record modest growth. There are times
when certain types of properties are in demand. Dynamic changes happen all the time and buyers as
well as sellers should know about these before they set out to seek an ideal deal. Read the recent
press release they published at
https://drive.google.com/a/dependablehomebuyers.com/file/d/1gzyD9ryvm25uINBNJ8sndT3UyuoiAWON/prev
Evan Roberts has spent years learning the local real estate market in San Antonio. His video blogs
and articles highlight real issues experienced by buyers and sellers. These are specific to the market
conditions in and around the city. For over six years now, his company Dependable Homebuyers has
been purchasing houses directly from owners. His team has bought all types of houses in as-is
condition and worked on those properties so they are desirable to potential buyers. The nationwide
real estate investment firm continues to do this but is now also simplifying the quests of buyers and
sellers with information and tools. The video blogs, articles and web based tools can be accessed by
one and all. The invaluable information can easily solve pressing problems. Sellers can find out how
much their properties are truly worth so they can peg the right ask price. Buyers can learn about the
types of properties available, also if and how they should make a move when they shortlist a few.
Roberts and his team publish analytical reports, highlight trends and constantly provide developing
news through the blog and official website. Sellers can use this information and so can buyers.
Agents too can find such information useful in their quest of selling a property or assisting a buyer to
find their dream house. Dependable Homebuyers continues to buy houses from sellers. The company
has now also started buying land in San Antonio. Homeowners and landowners who want a quick
sale can contact Evan Roberts and his team to get a cash offer.
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